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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the Launcher Instrumentation and Data Acquisition System
(LIDAS) that has been developed for real-time monitoring and simultaneous recording
of a diverse set of data buses on a moving MLRS launcher. The launcher onboard
instrumentation consists of a central Bus Data Conversion Module (BDCM) and
several specialized, intelligent "break-in" boxes. The break-in boxes collect and tag
the data by using the IRIG-B standard time-code, and transfer them to the BDCM
using a unique asynchronous scheme. The BDCM is built around an Intel 80960CA
processor board in a VME bus environment. It coordinates all the data traffic and also
stores selected data to an onboard Flash ROM data storage unit. The data from
different MLRS buses are combined into a 1 megabits per second RS4-22 serial
stream and telemetered to a ground station, where the user interface is provided
through an IBM PC/AT type computer with touch-screen controls. The developed PC
software offers several data monitoring options with engineering-unit conversions and
allows simultaneous recording on a hard-disk. Because of its interactive capabilities,
the system is also well suited for personnel training.
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INTRODUCTION

The M270 MLRS launcher is a special purpose vehicle which has been developed for
the U.S. Army. It features various on-board computerized control/communication
systems to meet its critical mission objectives. The launcher has been developed in
evolutionary stages creating a diverse set of data buses for interconnections. As a



result, monitoring and recording the overall system operation presented a major
challenge to the Inter-Coastal engineering team. The Army's first approach to
instrumentation of the launcher was to break into each data bus, run wires out of the
MLRS vehicle into a waiting instrumentation van, and record the data on analog tapes.
The shortcomings of this approach were obvious: (1) the data collection could only be
done when the vehicle was not moving. On the move data collection was not possible,
(2) the data had to be processed off-line. Real-time data processing or monitoring was
not possible.

The first effort to collect this data was made in 1990. Our instrumentation team
developed an instrumentation system for the Army to collect data for the ATACM
Initial Operation Test and Evaluation. This initial effort caught the eye of MLRS
Project Management Office who wanted to build on it. Two years of R &D have
resulted in a rather sophisticated set of instrumentation that can collect data on the
move and telemetry the data to a ground station that can monitor it in real time. The
result of our development work is called the Launcher Instrumentation and Data
Acquisition System (LIDAS). An overview of the LIDAS approach is shown in
Figure 1, which features the following components..

Intelligent break-in boxes to translate data into a standardized format from
different bus formats.
A central unit called Bus Data Conversion Module (BDCM) to coordinate the
operations.
A telemetry transmitter/receiver pair.
A ground station with two IBM PC type 486/33 computers to monitor and store
data, and to remotely control the system.

The first version of LIDAS developed in 1990 only featured the on-board components
(the BDCM and break-in boxes). Although conceptually this first version was very
similar to the one described in this paper, the following differences in implementation
were notable:

Data recording was performed on-board using a 14-track analog recorder, the
current version stores the data on PC hard disks at the ground station.
The first BDCM was based on a less powerful processor Intel 80186, the current
version uses an Intel 80960 processor.
Break-in box capacity was limited to 6, the current version can handle up to 16.

The first version of instrumentation supported testing during 3 field exercises which
included 15 ATACMS and 7 M270 missile launches while successfully collecting
100% of required data. This paper describes the current version now under
development. A prototype set of instrumentation is presently being used at MICOM
and WSMR to support static and live fire testing.



Figure 1. LIDAS System Overview.

DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND PHILOSOPHIES

The LIDAS instrumentation has been designed to meet the following requirements:
"On the move" data collection.
Design for future applications with minimum modification.
On-board multiple data bus recording with IRIG time-tag capability.
Total data bus isolation.
Transparent to existing MLRS systems.
Design for universal data bus monitoring and recording.
Real-time data verification and analysis via telemetry or hard-line link.
Real-time Fire Control Panel display.
Ruggedized, durable packaging.
Compact and portable (allowing shipments by common air-carriers).
Installation into an MLRS vehicle in less than two hours.
Power on self test.
Independent power supply that will operate the system for at least four hours.
MIL-SPEC hardware.
RF protected.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

MLRS ONBOARD INSTRUMENTATION:

The MLRS vehicle on-board instrumentation top view is shown in Figure 2. The
system consists of the following components developed by Inter-Coastal Electronics
(I.C.E.):

1. Bus data conversion module (BDCM)
2. Several bus interface devices ("break-in" boxes)



3. Battery isolation unit.
4. Mass data storage unit

and an off-the-shelf Telemetry (TM) transmitter. A more detailed block diagram of the
LIDAS on-board instrumentation along with the existing MLRS systems being tapped
into is given in Figure 3. It can be seen that the break-in boxes need to interface a
large variety of the data lines and buses including:

An RS-423 serial bus
Several RS-232 serial buses
A V.24 serial bus
A non-standard parallel bus
Pixel data bus for a display
Keystroke serial data bus
Various discrete signals
Various analog signals
Miscellaneous other data lines like Resolver, LTVD, and FSK.

Figure 2. MLRS instrumentation location top view.

The heart of the system is the BDCM as depicted in Figure 4. It is built around a high
performance Intel 80960CA processor board with a VME bus backplane. The BDCM
also houses an IRIG board which provides interface to a standard IRIG-B time clock.
The BDCM broadcasts the standard time to the break-in boxes periodically about
every 65 seconds so that their local timers are kept accurate and synchronized. So far



Figure 3. MLRS on-board instrumentation detailed block diagram

12 break-in boxes have been implemented but the hardware is designed to handle up
to 16 boxes. Each break-in boxes collects data from its assigned data bus and
combines the collected data in "packets" with IRIG time tagging within a resolution of
1 milliseconds. The BDCM periodically polls the break-in boxes to check if any data
packet is ready. The data transfers occur through 1 megabits per second RS-422 serial
line under the BDCM control. The collated output is sent to a hard-line and to a TM
transmitter. The transmitter relays the data to the ground station. The BDCM also
sends selected data to a mass data storage unit which is built using Flash ROM
devices. The mass storage unit interfaces with the BDCM through a SCSI (Small
Computer System Interface) bus and has a storage capacity of 128M bytes.

Although break-in boxes are designed unique interfacing needs, they all share the
common architecture shown in Figure 5. They differ only at the front-end data
receiving circuitry and parts of the microcontroller program. This approach makes
additional break-in box designs relatively easy.

The system is normally powered from the MLRS vehicle 28V power supply but it is
backed up by our rechargeable battery isolation unit. It provides security against
voltage surges and also capable of running the system independently up to four hours.



Figure 4. BDCM .overview.

Figure 5. Typical break-in box.



THE TELEMETRY SYSTEM:

The 1 Mbits per second composite data is transferred to the ground station using an
L-band or S-band telemetry transmitter and receiver pair. The current used transmitter
specifications are

2200-2300 MHz (S-band)
Frequency agile in 1 MHz increments
Output power 5 Watts
Input power 24-32 VDC, 1 A.

The currently used receiver specifications are
2200-2300 MHz (S-band)
Frequency agile in 1 MHz increments
Sensitivity: -84 dBm
Input power 115 VAC or 28 VDC.

THE LIDAS GROUND STATION:

The ground station needs to be equipped with at least one (preferable two) IBM
PC/AT compatible computer with following suggested minimum configuration:

33MHz 486 processor
4MB RAM
80 MB 19ms hard disk
EGA/VGA monitor (touch-screen optional)

A special download "interface card" is installed into each PC to be used. This
Inter-Coastal Electronics interface card is used to receive and buffer the incoming 1
Mbits/sec RS-422 data stream from the telemetry receiver. A pseudo-multitasking PC
software that runs under DOS has been developed to read the buffered data from the
interface card, display it in real-time, and concurrently store it on the hard disk.

Data is displayed and monitored on the PC screen using several pages, where a "page"
stands for a screenful of data. Some break-in boxes have their own individual display
pages. But more commonly, various display pages are obtained by combining related
MLRS data from different break-in boxes. One such display recreates the Fire Control
Panel (FCP) of the MLRS vehicle along with its keyboard. Other display pages are
used for monitoring data at different phases of a launch. These displays can be
individually selected using a single PC, therefore a single PC is sufficient for a
minimal ground station setup. However, a two PC setup with one dedicated PC for
monitoring the FCP display and another one for displaying the rest is normally
preferred.



The FCP display mimics the actual FCP on the MLRS vehicle. With the touch screen
system, the user can take control of the vehicle remotely when the PC hard-line option
is used (it is also possible to do this through telemetry, but not implemented for safety
reasons). The other display pages show the incoming data after engineering unit
conversions in a various numeric and text formats, along with the IRIG time, all in
real-time. One particular display page shows miscellaneous analog signals using both
numerical format and bar graphs.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

There are several directions for improving the current LIDAS system and adding new
features under consideration. First, two more break-in boxes which will include an
analog and a multi-line serial interfaces are planned to be developed. Second, the
capacity of the current (Flash ROM based) mass data storage unit will be enhanced by
incorporating data compression techniques. Another expansion of the LIDAS may
include the capability to interface with a militarized hard disk via the existing SCSI
interface port at the BDCM. The BDCM has a spare card slot set aside for Global
Positioning System (GPS) input by utilizing an off-the-shelf VME card. In addition,
there are plans for the BDCM to house a MIL-STD-1553B programmable bus monitor
card to allow selective recording of 1553 data as the MLRS Launcher progresses
through its future development stages. An IEEE 802.3 ethernet bus is planned for the
new and improved MLRS launcher. If the ethernet system is developed, the planned
upgrade for the BDCM will incorporate an interface to collect selected data from the
ethernet bus.

CONCLUSIONS

The LIDAS is a state of the art system that was designed to collect on the move data
from the MLRS launcher during several phases of operational and developmental
tests. The system was designed to be modified for future additions or launcher
modifications. The system allows for onboard multi data bus recording in addition to
discrete and analog data with IRIG time tag capabilities down to within a resolution of
1 millisecond. The system provides total isolation from the existing MLRS systems
and is transparent. The system is presently used for real time data verifications and
analysis by TM and hard line link. The system has a capability with the built in touch
screen control features to allow for full operation of the MLRS system. The package is
ruggedized and durable portable, is contained in three shipping containers that can be
shipped by all common air carriers for quick reactions. The system was also designed
to allow total installation in less than 2 hours on a production launcher. The system
self test features and independent power supplies to further isolate the LIDAS system
from the MLRS launcher. In summary the current LIDAS system allows testing of the



MLRS launcher in battle type conditions and in severe environments. It is a
state-of-the-art instrumentation system that has wide application not only to testing
but to training. While the LIDAS is designed to support the MLRS Family of
Munitions, the technology can be extended to numerous other systems.


